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Everything in the Universe is made from one type of particle.
All workings of the Universe are result from said particle.

GRAVITY, LIGHT, COLOR, ENERGY, TIME, HEAT, SPACE --
EVERYTHING IS EMERGENT

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
EVERYTHING IS EMERGENT
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Space is NOT empty. There is an all encompassing lattice-type thread particle
network in space. It is gravity centered -- Einstein called it Space-Time.
Otherwise known as the Fabric of Space. (yes, the fabric of space must actually
be made from something)
A good 2-D model would be something like a spiders web made of the finest web-
silk-thread filament. Now imagine a 3-D web.
It is made from individual yet connected thread particles and of course the web
has tension on it (that's where gravity gets its pull).
Everything is a simple emergent property of the thread particle network.
NOTE: Empty Space actually is empty. But since there is an all-encompassing
particle network in what humans refer to as "space" -- it is not empty.
Here is the way Everything works...

LIGHT: Visible light is a specific vibration traveling in the thread particle network.
Is anything actually shining or bright? No, it is just vibrations from a specific
section of the spectrum that humans can see.
If you could zoom in on an atom and try to find what is actually giving off the "light" you would NOT find
"light" -- there would only be vibrating thread particles (something like this is true regardless of the theory).

COLOR: Color is just the frequency something is vibrating.
There isn't anything that actually has color.
The frequency of vibrations determines its perceived color:

4×10^{14} Hz is red light,
8×10^{14} Hz is violet light,

and between these (in the range 4 - 8×10^{14} Hz) are all the other colors of the rainbow.
If you "see" something red... you are actually only seeing 4×10^{14} Hz.

THE SPEED OF LIGHT: The speed vibrations travel through the network is the speed of light

Here is a regular thread tension formula...
Tension = velocity squared x mass / Length
If we plug in c and rearrange we get the one-inch formula...

TL = mc^{2}

Now we know where energy comes from and why light travels at c.
HEAT: Heat is the amount of vibrations traveling through the thread particle network. The Sun is unbelievably hot -- why don't the proton, neutron and electron particles melt from the intense heat? Heat is only the amount of vibrations happening at any given moment. The basic substance everything is made from is inert and has NO temperature. An easy analogy is a guitar string: If it were vibrating quickly the vibrations would be measured as heat. If there were no vibrations it would be measured as absolute zero. The string itself did not change temperature and has no temperature. A quantum truck-load of non-vibrating guitar strings would be like The Bose-Einstein condensate -- they would not be vibrating so the temperature would be measured as (close to) absolute zero but the lump of strings is NOT frozen solid -- the strings have no temperature -- you could pour the strings out of the truck if you wanted to.

ENERGY: Radiant Energy is vibrations traveling through the thread particle network. Other types of energy are particle vibrations or movement. You cannot have energy without a mass, energy is mass vibrating. Energy cannot be out on its own. (a supposed mass-less particle is a particle nonetheless, but there are no mass-less particles, so that's irrelevant)

Think of a guitar string. If you pluck it... that is the energy. If you remove the guitar string from the scenario... can you still have the energy? No, of course not. Can you convert the guitar string vibration into mass? No... that is ridiculous.

READ THIS CAREFULLY: Energy is just a word for vibrating mass (or substance). It's like "RED" -- you can have a beautiful redhead girlfriend, a red ball or a red firetruck -- but you cannot have just "red." Could there be a blob of "red" floating around in outer space? NO! it would have to be made from something. RED is a word to describe a property of something else. ENERGY is a word to describe a property of something else. The term "Pure Energy" came from Spock on Star Trek. That is SciFi.

Tesla was correct... "There is no energy in matter other than that received from the environment." – Nikola Tesla

Mnemonic memory device...
E for Einstein: $E = mc^2$
TL for Tesla: $TL = mc^2$

SPACE: Empty Space would be completely empty, null and void but since there is an all encompassing thread particle network in it -- it is NOT empty. NOTE: Empty space would NOT have any heat, vibrations, energy or anything else in it.

GRAVITY: Gravity is tension on the thread particle network. The thread particle network has tension on it and if any masses are introduced into it they will of course pull together.

The graphic is a representation of a 2-D gravitational field (particle network). It would be made of only the XY axis particles attached together (like a tennis net but made from individual particles).

The particles are connected -- that creates the network. The network has tension on it so vibrations can easily travel through it on the threads. Any masses ●● in the network will have a higher tension between them and pull together -- that's gravity.

The speed vibrations travel through the particle network is the speed of light "c"
TIME: Time is the speed things happen in the thread particle network. If the thread particle network tension goes up... gravity goes up, and so does the speed of light and everything else with it. That includes any type of measuring device, the speed your brain is working and time itself. Increase or decrease tension and it changes everything along with it, that's all electro-magnetic phenomena, vibrations... everything. It's like being a character in a movie and you don't know the speed the projector is running... fast, slow, stop, start... you don't know.

MATTER: "Matter" is just balled-up / clumped up parts of the same particle network.

DARK MATTER: Dark Matter is the thread particle network itself. It is the fundamental substance and the reason DM is invisible is because it conveys light. It is completely filling space. The clumps around galaxies and other spots are excessive amounts.

DARK ENERGY: Dark Energy is tension on the network as a whole. Everything is being pulled on equally. Any masses in the system create a higher tension pull between them -- that's gravity

PROBABILITY: Electrons form a thread mesh-type cage around the nucleus. Electrons actually are something but everyone mistakenly thinks the vibration travelling around the thread is the electron -- that's what has caused all the confusion. The electron is conveying vibrations but the material it is made from (threads) are NOT moving. EXAMPLE: Think guitar string -- the string itself would be the electron but everyone thinks the vibration or note is the electron. That is why there is all kinds of probability and uncertainty -- the vibration is traveling around a spherical thread mesh cage -- where exactly is the vibration? No way to know for sure.

Think about it for 20 years if you have to...
Hello a link to the whole theory...
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